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Data Products Table

Calibrated Radiometry and Polarimetry  Ocean Properes to be Produced by OCI  Atmospheric Properes to be Produced by OCI  Land Data Products to be Produced by OCI  Aerosol and Ocean Properes from HARP and SPEXone  Ocean Surface Properes from HARP  Aerosol and Land Surface Properes from HARP and SPEXone  Cloud Properes from HARP and SPEXone

Calibrated Radiometry and Polarimetry

Calibrated and geolocated radiometry and polarimetry as observed at sensor.

Product Descripon and Use Units Availability Status Addional Info

Spectral topofatmosphere radiances from OCI Spectral radiance observed at the top of the atmosphere. W m  um  sr Level B km at nadir; daily  Level C TBD; daily Standard product Level C dra data format and examples hps:oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.govdatapace

Spectral topofatmosphere radiances and polarimetry from SPEXone Spectral radiance and polarimetry observed at the top of the atmosphere, for all sensor viewing angles. Various Level B TBD; daily  Level C TBD; daily Standard product Level C dra data format and examples hps:oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.govdatapace

Spectral topofatmosphere radiances and polarimetry from HARP Spectral radiance and polarimetry observed at the top of the atmosphere, for all sensor viewing angles. Various Level B TBD; daily  Level C TBD; daily Standard product Level C dra data format and examples hps:oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.govdatapace

Ocean Properes to be Produced by OCI

Bioopcal and biogeochemical properes of seawater cons tuents in the sunlit upper ocean.

Product Descripon and Use Units Availability Status Addional Info

Spectral remote sensing reflectances Spectral color of the ocean in the ultraviolettonear infrared spectral range. Used as input into algorithms to retrieve informaon about colored dissolved organic maer,

phytoplankton, nonalgal parcles, and other aquac cons tuents. Provided in con nuous .nm steps from  to .nm with a resoluon bandwidth of nm.

sr Level  km at nadir; daily  Level  km; daily, day, monthly, annual Standard product ATBD hps:oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.govatbdrrs

SAT members: Boss, people.htm?id  Zhai, people.htm?id  Krotkov, people.htm?id  Chowdhary, people.htm?id  Stamnes,

people.htm?id  Zhang people.htm?id

In situ measurement protocols hps:ioccg.orgwhatwedoioccgpublicaons oceanopcs protocols satelliteoceancoloursensor

validaon

Spectral diffuse aenuaon coefficients Spectral diffuse aenuaon of downwelling irradiance at mulple wavelengths between  and nm. Provides indices of water clarity and light penetraon. m Level  km at nadir; daily  Level  km; daily, day, monthly, annual Standard product ATBD hps:oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.govatbdkd

SAT members: Boss, people.htm?id  Stramski, people.htm?id  Oderma people.htm?id

In situ measurement protocols hps:ioccg.orgwhatwedoioccgpublicaons oceanopcs protocols satelliteoceancoloursensor

validaon

Spectral phytoplankton absorpon coefficients Spectral absorpon coefficients for total phytoplankton absorpon at mulple wavelengths between  and nm. Provides informaon on phytoplankton physiology,

abundance, and community composion.

m Level  km at nadir; daily  Level  km; daily, day, monthly, annual Standard product ATBD hps:oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.govatbdgiop

SAT members: Twardowski, people.htm?id  Stramski, people.htm?id  Shuchman, people.htm?id  Pahlevan, people.htm?

id  Siegel, people.htm?id  Barnes, people.htm?id  Stamnes, people.htm?id  Chowdhary people.htm?id

In situ measurement protocols hps:ioccg.orgwhatwedoioccgpublicaons oceanopcs protocols satelliteoceancoloursensor

validaon

Spectral nonalgal parcle plus dissolved organic maer absorpon coefficients Spectral absorpon coefficients for nonalgal parculates and dissolved organic maer at mulple wavelengths between  and nm. Provides informaon on the

concentraons of the dissolved component of organic carbon and the detrital nonalgal component of the parculate assembly.

m Level  km at nadir; daily  Level  km; daily, day, monthly, annual Standard product ATBD hps:oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.govatbdgiop

SAT members: Twardowski, people.htm?id  Stramski, people.htm?id  Barnes, people.htm?id  Stamnes, people.htm?id

Chowdhary people.htm?id

In situ measurement protocols hps:ioccg.orgwhatwedoioccgpublicaons oceanopcs protocols satelliteoceancoloursensor

validaon

Spectral chromophoric dissolved organic maer absorpon coefficients Spectral absorpon coefficients for dissolved organic maer at mulple wavelengths between  and nm. Provides informaon on the concentraon of the dissolved

component of organic carbon.

m TBD Test SAT member: Stramski people.htm?id

In situ measurement protocols hps:ioccg.orgwhatwedoioccgpublicaons oceanopcs protocols satelliteoceancoloursensor

validaon

Spectral slope coefficients of chromophoric dissolved organic maer absorpon Absorpon spectral slope coefficients of chromophoric dissolved organic maer for mulple wavelength ranges: , ,  nm. Provides informaon on the

contribuon of landderived dissolved organic maer, relave contribuon of land versus marinederived dissolved organic maer, and as a relave measure of solar

photobleaching.

nm TBD Test SAT member: Stramski people.htm?id

In situ measurement protocols hps:ioccg.orgwhatwedoioccgpublicaons oceanopcs protocols satelliteoceancoloursensor

validaon

Spectral parcle backscaering coefficients Spectral backscaering of the light associated with parculate material, at mulple wavelengths between  nm. Provides an indicator of the concentraon of

parcules in the ocean and a proxy indicator of parculate carbon concentraons.

m Level  km at nadir; daily  Level  km; daily, day, monthly, annual Standard product ATBD hps:oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.govatbdgiop

SAT members: Twardowski, people.htm?id  Stramski, people.htm?id  Shuchman, people.htm?id  Pahlevan, people.htm?

id  Barnes, people.htm?id  Stamnes, people.htm?id  Chowdhary, people.htm?id  Zhang, people.htm?id  Oderma

people.htm?id

Fluorescence line height Light leaving the surface ocean due to the sun induced chlorophyll fluorescence. Provides an indicator of phytoplankton physiology health?. W m  um  sr Level  km at nadir; daily  Level  km; daily, day, monthly, annual Standard product ATBD hps:oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.govatbdnflh

SAT member: Westberry people.htm?id

Daily photosynthecally available radiaon PAR The amount of sunlight that is useful for photosynthesis, defined here as the  nm spectral range, that reaches the surface of the ocean over a day. As phytoplankton

require light to convert inorganic carbon to organic carbon, PAR provides a crical parameter for understanding the oceanic carbon cycle.

Einsteins m  d Level  km at nadir; daily  Level  km; daily, day, monthly, annual Standard product ATBD hps:oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.govatbdpar

SAT member: Boss people.htm?id

Instantaneous photosynthecally available radiaon PAR The amount of sunlight that is useful for photosynthesis, defined here as the  nm spectral range, that reaches the surface of the ocean at the moment of satellite

data collecon. As phytoplankton require light to convert inorganic carbon to organic carbon, PAR provides a crical parameter for understanding the oceanic carbon cycle.

Einsteins m  s Level  km at nadir; daily  Level  km; daily, day, monthly, annual Provisional ATBD hps:oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.govatbdipar

SAT member: Boss people.htm?id

Concentraon of chlorophylla Near surface concentraon of the photosynthec pigment chlorophylla. Provides proxies for algal biomass, ecosystem health and funcon, and eutrophicaon. mg m Level  km at nadir; daily  Level  km; daily, day, monthly, annual Standard product ATBD hps:oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.govatbdchlora

SAT members: Gaube, people.htm?id  Shuchman, people.htm?id  Siegel, people.htm?id  Pahlevan, people.htm?id  Zhai,

people.htm?id  Chowdhary, people.htm?id  Oderma people.htm?id

In situ measurement protocols hps:ioccg.orgwhatwedoioccgpublicaons oceanopcs protocols satelliteoceancoloursensor

validaon

Phytoplankton pigment concentraons Concentraon of specific photosynthec pigments in the surface ocean. As different phytoplankton taxa contain their own specific pigment suites, these concentraons

provide indicators of presence and abundance of specific types of phytoplankton in the ocean e.g. harmful algal blooms.

mg m TBD Test SAT members: Gaube, people.htm?id  Shuchman, people.htm?id  Siegel, people.htm?id  Pahlevan people.htm?id

In situ measurement protocols hps:ioccg.orgwhatwedoioccgpublicaons oceanopcs protocols satelliteoceancoloursensor

validaon

Net primary producon NPP Rate of conversion of dissolved carbon dioxide to organic carbon through photosysthesis minus the carbon used for respiraon. NPP is an important part of the carbon cycle

and these products are used in local models es mang food avaliable to fish populaons all the way up to global climate and Earth System models to predict informaon

about the oceans of today and tomorrow .

mg C m  d TBD Test SAT member: Westberry people.htm?id

Phytoplankton community composion Descriptors of the composion of phytoplankton populaons. Different approaches describe these populaons in different ways, such as by carbon content or biovolume

per class e.g., diatom contribuons vs. cyanobacteria contribuons, parcle size distribuons or fracon of large cells vs. small cells, or targeted iden ficaon of a single

class e.g., detecon of a harmful cyanobacteria algal bloom.

Varied per approach. O en described in terms of carbon concentraons mg C m , biovolume cells

mL , or size class  micro, pico, nanoplankton

TBD Test SAT members: Gaube, people.htm?id  Rousseaux, people.htm?id  Shuchman, people.htm?id  Siegel, people.htm?id

Pahlevan, people.htm?id  Hu people.htm?id

Concentraon of parculate organic carbon Near surface concentraon of the parculate organic carbon. It is a proxy for all living material phytoplankton, zooplankton, bacteria and detritus. It is also a venue through

which organic carbon, sequestered through the photosynthesis, is transfered towards higher trophic levels and into the deep ocean.

mg m Level  km at nadir; daily  Level  km; daily, day, monthly, annual Standard product ATBD hps:oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.govatbdpoc

In situ measurement protocols hps:ioccg.orgwhatwedoioccgpublicaons oceanopcs protocols satelliteoceancoloursensor

validaon

Concentraon of parculate inorganic carbon Concentraon of parculate inorganic carbon in the surface of the ocean. Used to track the presence and abundance of calcite containing phytoplankton in the open ocean

coccolithophores.

mol m Level  km at nadir; daily  Level  km; daily, day, monthly, annual Standard product ATBD hps:oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.govatbdpic

Concentraon of phytoplankton carbon Concentraon of carbon contained in phytoplankton cells. Provides a proxy for phytoplankton biomass that is oen used in primary producvity algorithms and

biogeochemical and Earth System models.

mg m TBD Test SAT member: Westberry people.htm?id

Concentraon of dissolved organic carbon Near surface concentraon of dissolved organic carbon. It is exported into coastal waters from land through rivers and groundwater. In the aquac environment, it is

produced or released by all living material phytoplankton, zooplankton, bacteria and detritus. It is a source of energy for bacteria and other microbial organisms and is

transferred to higher trophic levels. It typically comprises well over  of the organic carbon in the ocean.

mmol m TBD Test

Suspended parculate maer Near surface concentraon of parcles both living phytoplankton, zooplankton, bacteria and nonliving detritus, sediments. mg m TBD Test SAT member: Pahlevan people.htm?id

Atmospheric Properes to be Produced by OCI

Opcal, microphysical, and macrophysical properes of aerosols e.g. dust, smoke and clouds in the atmosphere.

Product Descripon and Use Units Availability Status Addional Info

Spectral aerosol opcal depth Spectral measurement of the exncon of the solar beam caused by atmospheric aerosol parcles, such as dust and haze, at , , , , and  nm and

poten ally addional wavelengths over land and oceans. Provides informaon on the concentraon of aerosols in a vercal column of atmosphere.

unitless Level  km at nadir, daily  Level  spaal resoluon TBD; daily, day, monthly Standard product SAT members: Remer, people.htm?id  Lyapus n people.htm?id

Aerosol fine mode fracon over ocean Fracon of visible aerosol opcal depth from fine mode aerosols over oceans at  nm. unitless Level  km at nadir, daily  Level  spaal resoluon TBD; daily, day, monthly Standard product SAT members: Remer, people.htm?id  Lyapus n people.htm?id

Cloud mask Provides informaon on whether or not a given pixel is covered by cloud. This is an input to many downstream algorithms, as most process either only cloudy or only cloud

free scenes, and is also useful for climate research.

unitless Level  km at nadir, daily  Level  spaal resoluon TBD; daily, day, monthly Standard product

Cloud phase Provides informaon on whether a given cloudy pixel is composed of liquidphase or icephase clouds. Used as an input to downstream processing to inform opcal model

choices, as well as for climate research.

unitless Level  km at nadir, daily  Level  spaal resoluon TBD; daily, day, monthly Standard product SAT member: Meyer people.htm?id

Cloud top pressure of opaque clouds Atmospheric pressure at the height of the cloud top. Useful for climate research and in Lc reaggregaon. hPa Level  km at nadir, daily  Level  spaal resoluon TBD; daily, day, monthly Standard product

Opcal thickness of liquid and ice clouds Measurement of exncon of the solar beam due to clouds in the midvisible wavelength. Used for climate studies. unitless Level  km at nadir, daily  Level  spaal resoluon TBD; daily, day, monthly Standard product

Effecve radius of liquid and ice clouds Rao of the third to second moments of the cloud droplet size distribuon, as an indicator of cloud parcle size. Used for climate studies. microns Level  km at nadir, daily  Level  spaal resoluon TBD; daily, day, month Standard product

Water path of liquid and ice clouds Mass of liquid or ice water in clouds in the vercal column. Used for climate studies. gm Level  km at nadir, daily  Level  spaal resoluon TBD; daily, day, monthly Standard product

Shortwave radiaon effect Reflected solar flux spectral and direconal integral of reflected sunlight. W m Level   km at nadir, daily  Level  x; daily, monthly Standard product

Land Data Products to be Produced by OCI

Physical and opcal properes of the land surface.

Product Descripon and Use Units Availability Status Addional Info

Surface reflectance Effecve reflectance of the Earths surface as observed by OCI. Used as an input to downstream land data products. unitless TBD Test SAT member: Lyapus n people.htm?id

BRDFalbedo and model parameters Describes the spectral and direconal dependence of surface reflectance. unitless TBD Test SAT member: Lyapus n people.htm?id

Normalized difference vegetaon index NDVI Empirical metric related to vegetaon abundance and health, corrected for atmospheric scaering and absorpon. unitless TBD Test

Aerosol and Ocean Properes from HARP and SPEXone

Data products generated as a mul parameter retrieval for HARP or SPEXone scenes over the ocean in cloudfree condions.

Product Descripon and Use Units Availability Status Addional Info

Spectral aerosol opcal depth Spectral measurement of the exncon of the solar beam caused by atmospheric aerosol parcles. Provides informaon on the concentraon of aerosols in a vercal

column of atmosphere. May be represented separately for different aerosol sizetype modes.

unitless TBD Test GRASP hps:doi.org . amt ; MAPP hps:doi.org . AO.. ; MAPOL hps:doi.org . amt

; SPEX hps:doi.org . j.jqsrt. ..

Aerosol number concentraon Number of aerosols present within a defined volume or area. per unit area, or volume TBD Test GRASP hps:doi.org . amt ; MAPP hps:doi.org . AO.. ; MAPOL hps:doi.org . amt

; SPEX hps:doi.org . j.jqsrt. ..

Aerosol size distribuon Mulple parameters describing the distribuon of aerosol sizes. May include mulple size modes or bins. depends on parameterizaon scheme TBD Test GRASP hps:doi.org . amt ; MAPP hps:doi.org . AO.. ; MAPOL hps:doi.org . amt

; SPEX hps:doi.org . j.jqsrt. ..

Aerosol complex refracve index Real and imaginary component of refracve index for each aerosol mode. This defines aerosol exncon, scaering and absorpon. unitless TBD Test GRASP hps:doi.org . amt ; MAPP hps:doi.org . AO.. ; MAPOL hps:doi.org . amt

; SPEX hps:doi.org . j.jqsrt. ..

Aerosol layer height Parameterizaon of aerosol vercal distribuon. depends on parameterizaon scheme TBD Test GRASP hps:doi.org . amt ; MAPP hps:doi.org . AO.. ; MAPOL hps:doi.org . amt

; SPEX hps:doi.org . j.jqsrt. ..

Aerosol shape, fracon spherical Fracon of aerosols that are treated as spheres versus other shapes, such as spheroids. unitless TBD Test GRASP hps:doi.org . amt ; MAPP hps:doi.org . AO.. ; MAPOL hps:doi.org . amt

; SPEX hps:doi.org . j.jqsrt. ..

Aerosol scaering phase matrix Defined by above parameters, this describes the angular distribuon of scaering and polarizaon. unitless TBD Test GRASP hps:doi.org . amt ; MAPP hps:doi.org . AO.. ; MAPOL hps:doi.org . amt

; SPEX hps:doi.org . j.jqsrt. ..

Aerosol single scaering albedo Rao of aerosol scaering to exncon. unitless TBD Test GRASP hps:doi.org . amt ; MAPP hps:doi.org . AO.. ; MAPOL hps:doi.org . amt

; SPEX hps:doi.org . j.jqsrt. ..

Ocean surface roughness Surface roughness defines the direconality of the solar specular reflectance sunglint, oen parameterized by wind speed and direcon. depends on parameterizaon scheme TBD Test GRASP hps:doi.org . amt ; MAPP hps:doi.org . AO.. ; MAPOL hps:doi.org . amt

; SPEX hps:doi.org . j.jqsrt. ..

Ocean body properes In water opcal properes that define the water leaving radiance. Parameterizaon schemes may be simple or complex, the validity of which depend on ocean condions. depends on parameterizaon scheme TBD Test GRASP hps:doi.org . amt ; MAPP hps:doi.org . AO.. ; MAPOL hps:doi.org . amt

; SPEX hps:doi.org . j.jqsrt. ..

Thin cloud contaminaon Some algorithms may detect the presence of opcally thin clouds usually cirrus that would otherwise adversely affect the retrieval of other parameters. depends on parameterizaon scheme TBD Test GRASP hps:doi.org . amt ; MAPP hps:doi.org . AO.. ; MAPOL hps:doi.org . amt

; SPEX hps:doi.org . j.jqsrt. ..

Ocean Surface Properes from HARP

Produced by an algorithm specifically designed for the retrieval of ocean surface characteris cs.

Product Descripon and Use Units Availability Status Addional Info

Aerosol opcal depth in the near infrared Byproduct of the primary algorithm. unitless TBD Test

Ocean surface refracve index Indicaon of non seawater substances on the ocean surface, such as oil. unitless TBD Test SAT member: O aviani people.htm?id

Aerosol and Land Surface Properes from HARP and SPEXone

Products produced as a mul parameter retrieval for HARP or SPEXone scenes over land in cloudfree condions.

Product Descripon and Use Units Availability Status Addional Info

Spectral aerosol opcal depth Spectral measurement of the exncon of the solar beam caused by atmospheric aerosol parcles. Provides informaon on the concentraon of aerosols in a vercal

column of atmosphere. May be represented separately for different aerosol sizetype modes.

unitless TBD Test GRASP hps:doi.org . amt ; MAPP hps:doi.org . AO.. ; MAPOL hps:doi.org . amt

; SPEX hps:doi.org . j.jqsrt. ..

Aerosol number concentraon Number of aerosols present within a defined volume or area. per unit area, or volume TBD Test GRASP hps:doi.org . amt ; MAPP hps:doi.org . AO.. ; MAPOL hps:doi.org . amt

; SPEX hps:doi.org . j.jqsrt. ..

Aerosol size distribuon Mulple parameters describing the distribuon of aerosol sizes. May include mulple size modes or bins. depends on parameterizaon scheme GRASP hps:doi.org . amt ; MAPP hps:doi.org . AO.. ; MAPOL hps:doi.org . amt

; SPEX hps:doi.org . j.jqsrt. ..

Aerosol complex refracve index Real and imaginary component of refracve index for each aerosol mode. This defines aerosol exncon, scaering and absorpon. unitless TBD Test GRASP hps:doi.org . amt ; MAPP hps:doi.org . AO.. ; MAPOL hps:doi.org . amt

; SPEX hps:doi.org . j.jqsrt. ..

Aerosol layer height Parameterizaon of aerosol vercal distribuon. depends on parameterizaon scheme TBD Test GRASP hps:doi.org . amt ; MAPP hps:doi.org . AO.. ; MAPOL hps:doi.org . amt

; SPEX hps:doi.org . j.jqsrt. ..

Aerosol shape, fracon spherical Fracon of aerosols that are treated as spheres versus other shapes, such as spheroids. unitless TBD Test GRASP hps:doi.org . amt ; MAPP hps:doi.org . AO.. ; MAPOL hps:doi.org . amt

; SPEX hps:doi.org . j.jqsrt. ..

Aerosol scaering phase matrix Defined by above parameters, this describes the angular distribuon of scaering and polarizaon. unitless TBD Test GRASP hps:doi.org . amt ; MAPP hps:doi.org . AO.. ; MAPOL hps:doi.org . amt

; SPEX hps:doi.org . j.jqsrt. ..

Aerosol single scaering albedo Rao of aerosol scaering to exncon. unitless TBD Test GRASP hps:doi.org . amt ; MAPP hps:doi.org . AO.. ; MAPOL hps:doi.org . amt

; SPEX hps:doi.org . j.jqsrt. ..

Spectrally resolved land surface Bidireconal Reflectance Distribuon Funcon BRDF Defines the reflectance as a funcon of illuminaon and observaon characteris cs. O en represented as a modal sum of angular distribuon kernels. depends on parameterizaon scheme TBD Test GRASP hps:doi.org . amt ; MAPP hps:doi.org . AO.. ; MAPOL hps:doi.org . amt

; SPEX hps:doi.org . j.jqsrt. ..

Spectrally resolved land surface Bidireconal Polarized Distribuon Funcon BPDF Defines the surface polarizaon as a funcon of illuminaon and observaon characteris cs. depends on parameterizaon scheme TBD Test GRASP hps:doi.org . amt ; MAPP hps:doi.org . AO.. ; MAPOL hps:doi.org . amt

; SPEX hps:doi.org . j.jqsrt. ..

Thin cloud contaminaon Some algorithms may detect the presence of opcally thin clouds usually cirrus that would otherwise adversely affect the retrieval of other parameters. depends on parameterizaon scheme TBD Test GRASP hps:doi.org . amt ; MAPP hps:doi.org . AO.. ; MAPOL hps:doi.org . amt

; SPEX hps:doi.org . j.jqsrt. ..

Cloud Properes from HARP and SPEXone

Products that define the cloud state as observed by either HARP or SPEXone.

Product Descripon and Use Units Availability Status Addional Info

Cloud detecon Cloud iden ficaon, either as binary flag, percentage or other metric. TBD TBD Test SAT member: van Diedenhoven people.htm?id

van Diedenhoven et al,  DOI hps:doi.org . JD ; van Diedenhoven et al.,  DOI

hps:doi.org . acp ; Sinclair et al.,  DOI hps:ww w.atmos meas tech.net

Cloud physical thickness Distance between cloud base and cloud top. km TBD Test SAT member: van Diedenhoven people.htm?id

van Diedenhoven et al,  DOI hps:doi.org . JD ; van Diedenhoven et al.,  DOI

hps:doi.org . acp ; Sinclair et al.,  DOI hps:doi.org . j.rse. ..

Cloud top height Altude of cloud top. km TBD Test SAT member: van Diedenhoven people.htm?id

van Diedenhoven et al,  DOI hps:doi.org . JD ; van Diedenhoven et al.,  DOI

hps:doi.org . acp ; Sinclair et al.,  DOI hps:ww w.atmos meas tech.net

Cloud phase Determinaon of liquid or ice phase cloud. unitless TBD Test SAT member: van Diedenhoven people.htm?id

Reidi, et al,  DOI hps:doi.org . acp

Liquid cloud opcal depth Synonymous with cloud opcal thickness. unitless TBD Test SAT member: van Diedenhoven people.htm?id

Alexandrov et al.,  DOI hps:doi.org . j.rse. .. ; Alexandrov et al.,  DOI

hps:doi.org . j.jqsrt. .. ; McBride et al.,  DOI hps:doi.org . amt

Liquid cloud droplet effecve radius A microphysical property describing droplet size distribuon. microns TBD Test SAT member: van Diedenhoven people.htm?id

Alexandrov et al.,  DOI hps:doi.org . j.rse. .. ; Alexandrov et al.,  DOI

hps:doi.org . j.jqsrt. .. ; McBride et al.,  DOI hps:doi.org . amt

Liquid cloud droplet effecve variance A microphysical property describing droplet size distribuon width. unitless TBD Test SAT member: van Diedenhoven people.htm?id

Alexandrov et al.,  DOI hps:doi.org . j.rse. .. ; Alexandrov et al.,  DOI

hps:doi.org . j.jqsrt. .. ; McBride et al.,  DOI hps:doi.org . amt

Ice cloud opcal depth Synonymous with cloud opcal thickness. unitless TBD Test SAT member: van Diedenhoven people.htm?id

van Diedenhoven et al.,  DOI hps:doi.org . JD

Ice parcle shape and asymmetry parameter Parameterizaon of shape is relevant for radiave transfer modeling. depends on parameterizaon scheme TBD Test SAT member: van Diedenhoven people.htm?id

van Diedenhoven et al.,  DOI hps:doi.org . JD

Liquid water path Can be derived from measures of opcal depth and droplet size distribuon. TBD TBD Test
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 SEARCH

Data Product  Baseline Uncertainty 
Water-leaving reflectances centered on (±2.5 nm) 350, 360, and 

385 nm (15 nm bandwidth) 

0.0057 or 20% 

Water-leaving reflectances centered on (±2.5 nm) 412, 425, 443, 
460, 475, 490, 510, 532, 555, and 583 (15 nm bandwidth) 

0.0020 or 5% 

Water-leaving reflectances centered on (±2.5 nm) 617, 640, 655, 

665 678, and 710 (15 nm bandwidth, except for 10 nm bandwidth 
for 665 and 678 nm) 

0.0007 or 10%  

Ocean Color Data Products to be Derived from Water-leaving Reflectances 

Concentration of chlorophyll-a 

Diffuse attenuation coefficients 400-600 nm 

Phytoplankton absorption 400-600 nm 

Non-algal particle plus dissolved organic matter absorption 400-600 nm 

Particulate backscattering coefficient 400-600 nm 

Fluorescence line height 

 
Data Product  Range Baseline 

Uncertainty 

Total aerosol optical depth at 380 nm 0.0 to 5 0.06 or 40% 

Total aerosol optical depth at 440, 500, 550 and 675 nm 
over land 

0.0 to 5 0.06 or 20% 

Total aerosol optical depth at 440, 500, 550 and 675 nm 

over oceans 

0.0 to 5 0.04 or 15% 

Fraction of visible aerosol optical depth from fine mode 
aerosols over oceans at 550 nm 

0.0 to 1 ±25% 

Cloud layer detection for optical depth > 0.3  NA 40% 

Cloud top pressure of opaque (optical depth > 3) clouds 100 to 1000 hPa 60 hPa 

Optical thickness of liquid clouds 5 to 100 25% 

Optical thickness of ice clouds 5 to 100 35% 

Effective radius of liquid clouds 5 to 50 µm 25% 

Effective radius of ice clouds 5 to 50 µm 35% 

Atmospheric data products to be derived from the above 

Water path of liquid clouds  

Water path of ice clouds 

 

Required data products. Validation addressed in 
PACE Science Data product validation plan (PVP)
https://pace.oceansciences.org/docs/PACE_Validation_Plan_14July2020.pdf

It is too small to see, but this is the 
data products table on the website. 

Shrunk to fit 1 page, there is a lot here 
that is beyond our required products. 
Much of these are new products from 
algorithms in development. 

Not all can be validated with the PVP 

PACE-PAX: PACE 
Postlaunch Airborne 

eXperiment



PACE-PAX field campaign white paper
“Planning for PACE relevant field campaigns” white paper and Validation Traceability Matrix (VTM)

National Aeronautics and 

Space Administration 

Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, Maryland 

 

 

 

 PACE Postlaunch Airborne eXperiment 

(PACE-PAX) 

Draft as of June, 2021 

  

Measurement objectives

ID Importance, w Type Surface Aerosol Cloud Other inst. Satellite Platform Observation time, h other

1. Validate new retrieval parameters A Land surface parameters 2
Surface reflectance, UV-

SWIR
Ground truth Direct

Ground team, 

handheld 

spectrometer, sun 

photometers

Uniform dry lakebed Low optical depth None present … PACE underflight …

Airborne UV-SWIR 

radiometer
Remote Aircraft: A, B, or C Uniform dry lakebed Low optical depth

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight …

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A, B, or C Uniform dry lakebed Low optical depth

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

BRDF/albedo parameters
Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A, B, or C Uniform dry lakebed Low optical depth

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight
heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A, B, or C Uniform dry lakebed Low optical depth

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A, B, or C Uniform dry lakebed Low optical depth

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

B
Ocean radiometric 

parameters
2

Spectral ocean remote 

sensing reflectance
Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B

Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight
heading close to solar 

principal plane

Above water radiometer 

or in water radiometer
Direct

Ship, platform or 

buoy

Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
Variable None present PACE underflight

Airborne UV-SWIR 

radiometer
Remote Aircraft: A, B, or C

Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

Ocean surface roughness Surface wind buoy Direct Buoy
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
Variable None present PACE underflight

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B

Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight
heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B

Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight
heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

C. Aerosol parameters over 

the ocean
10

Aerosol spectral optical 

depth

Ground based sun 

photometer
Direct Ocean platform

Variable None present PACE underflight

High spectral resolution 

lidar
Remote Aircraft: A or B Variable None present. PACE underflight

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B

Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight
heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

Aerosol optical properties 

(complex refractive index, 

size distribution, shape)
Multi-angle sky 

radiometer
Remote Ocean platform Ocean Variable None present PACE underflight

Retrievals possible 

only for large AOD

Aircraft in-situ sampling Direct Aircraft: B or C
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight
At various altitudes, possibly 

in coordination with lidar

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B

Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight
heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

Aerosol layer height
High spectral resolution 

lidar
Remote Aircraft: A or B

Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight

Ocean surface roughness Surface wind buoy Direct Buoy
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
Variable None present PACE underflight

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B

Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight
heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

Spectral ocean remote 

sensing reflectance
Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B

Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight
heading close to solar 

principal plane

Above water radiometer Direct Ship or platform
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
Variable None present PACE underflight

Airborne UV-SWIR 

radiometer
Remote Aircraft: A, B, or C

Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

D. Aerosol parameters 

over land
10

Multi-angle sky 

radiometer
Remote Ocean platform Ocean Variable None present PACE underflight

Retrievals possible 

only for large AOD

Aircraft in-situ sampling Direct Aircraft: B or C
Land, various 

reflectances
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight
At various altitudes, possibly 

in coordination with lidar

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B

Land, various 

reflectances
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight
heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Land, various 

reflectances
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Land, various 

reflectances
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Land, various 

reflectances
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

Aerosol layer height
High spectral resolution 

lidar
Remote Aircraft: A or B

Land, various 

reflectances
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight

Ground truth Direct

Ground team, 

handheld 

spectrometer, sun 

photometers

Uniform dry lakebed Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight
heading close to solar 

principal plane

Airborne UV-SWIR 

radiometer
Remote Aircraft: A, B, or C

Land, various 

reflectances
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B

Land, various 

reflectances
Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight
heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B

Land, various 

reflectances. 

Variability coarser 

than spatial 

resolution

Variable

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

E. Cloud parameters

10
Cloud detection, top 

height

High spectral resolution 

lidar
Remote Aircraft: A or B …

None present 

above cloud
Full cover, variable properties PACE underflight

above potential cirrus, 

heading close to solar 

principal plane

Cloud physical thickness
High spectral resolution 

lidar
Remote Aircraft: A or B …

None present 

above cloud
Full cover, variable properties PACE underflight

above potential cirrus, 

heading close to solar 

principal plane

Cloud phase
High spectral resolution 

lidar
Remote Aircraft: A or B …

None present 

above cloud
Full cover, variable properties PACE underflight above potential cirrus

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B …

None present 

above cloud

Full cover, variable properties, 

minimal 3D structure
PACE underflight

above potential cirrus, 

heading close to solar 

Airborne SWIR 

radiometer
Remote Aircraft: A or B …

None present 

above cloud
Full cover, variable properties PACE underflight above potential cirrus

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B …
None present 

above cloud
Full cover, variable properties

coordinated with 

direct 

measurements

above potential cirrus, 

heading close to solar 

principal plane

Liquid cloud optical depth
Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B …

None present 

above cloud

Full cover, variable properties, 

minimal 3D structure
PACE underflight

above potential cirrus, 

heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B …
None present 

above cloud

Full cover, variable properties, 

minimal 3D structure

coordinated with 

direct 

measurements

above potential cirrus, 

heading close to solar 

principal plane

Cloud probe Direct Aircraft: B or C … … Variable properties PACE underflight
Various altitudes, but focus 

on cloud top

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B …

None present 

above cloud

Full cover, variable properties, 

minimal 3D structure
PACE underflight

above potential cirrus, 

heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B …
None present 

above cloud
Full cover, variable properties

Coordinated with 

cloud probes

above potential cirrus, 

heading close to solar 

principal plane

Liquid water path
Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B …

None present 

above cloud

Full cover, variable properties, 

minimal 3D structure
PACE underflight

above potential cirrus, 

heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B …
None present 

above cloud

Full cover, variable properties, 

minimal 3D structure

Coordinated with 

cloud probes

above potential cirrus, 

heading close to solar 

principal plane

Ice cloud optical depth
Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B …

None present 

above cloud

Full cover, variable properties, 

minimal 3D structure
PACE underflight

above potential cirrus, 

heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B …
None present 

above cloud

Full cover, variable properties, 

minimal 3D structure

coordinated with 

direct 

measurements

above potential cirrus, 

heading close to solar 

principal plane

Cloud probe Direct Aircraft: B or C … … Variable properties PACE underflight
Various altitudes, but focus 

on cloud top

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B …

None present 

above cloud

Full cover, variable properties, 

minimal 3D structure

Coordinated with 

cloud probes

above potential cirrus, 

heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B …
None present 

above cloud
Full cover, variable properties

Coordinated with 

cloud probes

above potential cirrus, 

heading close to solar 

principal plane

3. Assess spatial and temporal scale 

impact on validation
H. cloud parameters 4 Liquid cloud optical depth

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B …

None present 

above cloud

Full cover, variable properties, 

minimal 3D structure
PACE underflight

above potential cirrus, 

heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B …
None present 

above cloud

Full cover, variable properties, 

minimal 3D structure

above potential cirrus, 

heading close to solar 

principal plane

Cloud probe Direct Aircraft: B or C … … Variable properties PACE underflight
Various altitudes, but focus 

on cloud top

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B …

None present 

above cloud

Full cover, variable properties, 

minimal 3D structure
PACE underflight

above potential cirrus, 

heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B …
None present 

above cloud
Full cover, variable properties

above potential cirrus, 

heading close to solar 

principal plane

Ice cloud optical depth
Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B …

None present 

above cloud

Full cover, variable properties, 

minimal 3D structure
PACE underflight

above potential cirrus, 

heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B …
None present 

above cloud

Full cover, variable properties, 

minimal 3D structure

above potential cirrus, 

heading close to solar 

principal plane

Cloud probe Direct Aircraft: B or C … … Variable properties PACE underflight
Various altitudes, but focus 

on cloud top

Liquid droplet size 

distribution

Ice particle shape and 

asymmetry

Ocean surface refractive 

index

BRDF/albedo parameters

Surface reflectance, UV-

SWIR

Liquid droplet size 

distribution

Ice particle shape and 

asymmetry

Aerosol optical properties 

(complex refractive index, 

size distribution, shape)

Mission requirementsInstruments
Validation objectives Geophysical parameters

Instrument 

requirements
Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B …

None present 

above cloud

Full cover, variable properties, 

minimal 3D structure

above potential cirrus, 

heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B …
None present 

above cloud
Full cover, variable properties

above potential cirrus, 

heading close to solar 

principal plane

I. Aerosol optical parameters 2

Aerosol spectral optical 

depth

Ground based sun 

photometer
Direct Fixed location

Variable 

properties None present PACE underflight

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B

Prefer spatially 

homogeneous

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight
heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Prefer spatially 

homogeneous

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Prefer spatially 

homogeneous

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Prefer spatially 

homogeneous

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

Aerosol optical properties 

(complex refractive index, 

size distribution, shape)
Multi-angle sky 

radiometer
Remote Ocean platform

Variable 

properties
None present PACE underflight

Retrievals possible 

only for large AOD

Aircraft in-situ sampling Direct Aircraft: B or C
Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight
At various altitudes, possibly 

in coordination with lidar

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B

Prefer spatially 

homogeneous

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight
heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Prefer spatially 

homogeneous

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Prefer spatially 

homogeneous

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Prefer spatially 

homogeneous

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

Above water radiometer 

or in water radiometer
Direct

Ship, platform, 

buoy

Prefer spatially 

homogeneous

Variable 

properties
None Present

Absorption, backscatter, 

VSF, particle size 

distribution

Direct
Ship, platform, 

buoy

Prefer spatially 

homogeneous

Variable 

properties

Land surfaces?

4. Validate in a narrow swath
J. Aerosol and ocean 

optical parameters
5

Spectral ocean remote 

sensing reflectance

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B

Ocean, both coastal 

and deep

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B, needs 

ability to determine above aircraft 

clouds

PACE underflight in 

SPEXone swath

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Remote Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B, needs 

ability to determine above aircraft 

clouds

PACE underflight in 

SPEXone swath

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

Aerosol spectral optical 

depth

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B

Ocean, both coastal 

and deep

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight in 

SPEXone swath

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Remote Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight in 

SPEXone swath

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

Aerosol optical properties 

(complex refractive index, 

size distribution, shape) Aircraft in-situ sampling Direct Aircraft: B or C
Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight in 

SPEXone swath

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B

Ocean, both coastal 

and deep

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight in 

SPEXone swath

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Remote Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight in 

SPEXone swath

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

K. Aerosol and land optical 

parameters
5

Surface reflectance, UV-

SWIR

Airborne UV-SWIR 

radiometer
Remote Aircraft: A, B, or C

Land, various 

reflectances

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight in 

SPEXone swath

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B

Land, various 

reflectances

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight in 

SPEXone swath

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Remote Aircraft: A or B
Land, various 

reflectances

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight in 

SPEXone swath

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

Aerosol spectral optical 

depth

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B

Land, various 

reflectances

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight in 

SPEXone swath

heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE SPEXone proxy Remote Aircraft: A or B
Land, various 

reflectances

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight in 

SPEXone swath

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

Aircraft in-situ sampling Direct Aircraft: B or C
Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight in 

SPEXone swath

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B

Land, various 

reflectances

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight in 

SPEXone swath

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Remote Aircraft: A or B
Land, various 

reflectances

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight in 

SPEXone swath

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

6. Validate radiometric and polarimetric 

properties

O. Validate large 

reflectances
2

Bright, uniform land 

surface (such as a dry 

playa)

Ground truth Direct

Ground team, 

handheld 

spectrometer, sun 

photometers

Bright, uniform land 

surface (such as a dry 

playa)

Low optical depth None present …
PACE overflight, proxy 

overflight
…

note: this means proxy instruments 

overfly reference scenes to validate their 

observations, which are subsequently 

compared to PACE for any comparable 

scenes

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A, B or C

Bright, uniform land 

surface (such as a dry 

playa)

Low optical depth

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth
PACE overflight

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A, B or C

Bright, uniform land 

surface (such as a dry 

playa)

Low optical depth

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth
PACE overflight

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A, B or C

Bright, uniform land 

surface (such as a dry 

playa)

Low optical depth

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth
PACE overflight

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

P. Validate large 

reflectances with high 

polarization

2 Sun glint over ocean Wind speed buoy Direct Buoy
Ocean, wind speeds 

less than 8m/s
Low optical depth None present …

PACE overflight, proxy 

overflight
…

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A, B or C
Ocean, wind speeds 

less than 8m/s
Low optical depth

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth
PACE overflight

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE, and sufficient to see 

glint

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A, B or C
Ocean, wind speeds 

less than 8m/s
Low optical depth

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth
PACE overflight

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE, and sufficient to see 

glint

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A, B or C
Ocean, wind speeds 

less than 8m/s
Low optical depth

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth
PACE overflight

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE, and sufficient to see 

glint

Q. Validate large 

reflectances with low 

polarization

2
Uniform marine 

stratocumulus cloud deck
PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A, B or C

Marine stratocumulus 

cloud deck
Low optical depth

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE overflight

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE, and sufficient to see 

glint

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A, B or C
Marine stratocumulus 

cloud deck
Low optical depth

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE overflight

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE, and sufficient to see 

glint

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A, B or C
Marine stratocumulus 

cloud deck
Low optical depth

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE overflight

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE, and sufficient to see 

glint

R. Overfly vicarious 

calibration sites
2

Uniform marine 

stratocumulus cloud deck
PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A, B or C

Ocean, vicarious 

calibration site
Low optical depth

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE overflight

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE, and sufficient to see 

glint

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A, B or C
Ocean, vicarious 

calibration site
Low optical depth

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE overflight

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE, and sufficient to see 

glint

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A, B or C
Ocean, vicarious 

calibration site
Low optical depth

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE overflight

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE, and sufficient to see 

glint

7. Target specific geometries, season, and 

time of day

S. Aerosol over ocean 

retrieval geometry 

dependence

1
Spectral ocean remote 

sensing reflectance

Above water radiometry 

and/or in-water 

radiometry

Direct
Ship, platform or 

buoy

Ocean, both coastal 

and deep

Variable 

properties
None present 

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B, needs 

ability to determine above aircraft 

clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Range of solar zenith angle 

and relative azimuth angles 

encountered by PACE

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B, needs 

ability to determine above aircraft 

clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Range of solar zenith angle 

and relative azimuth angles 

encountered by PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B, needs 

ability to determine above aircraft 

clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Range of solar zenith angle 

and relative azimuth angles 

encountered by PACE

Aerosol spectral optical 

depth

Ground based sun 

photometer
Direct Ocean platform Ocean Variable 

properties None present 

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Range of solar zenith angle 

and relative azimuth angles 

encountered by PACE

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Range of solar zenith angle 

and relative azimuth angles 

encountered by PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Range of solar zenith angle 

and relative azimuth angles 

encountered by PACE

Aerosol optical properties 

(complex refractive index, 

size distribution, shape)

Multi-angle sky 

radiometer
Remote Ocean platform Ocean 

Variable 

properties
None present

Retrievals possible 

only for large AOD

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Range of solar zenith angle 

and relative azimuth angles 

encountered by PACE

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Range of solar zenith angle 

and relative azimuth angles 

encountered by PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Range of solar zenith angle 

and relative azimuth angles 

encountered by PACE

T. Aerosol over land 

retrieval geometry 

dependence

1 BRDF/albedo parameters PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Land, various 

reflectances

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

Range of solar zenith angle 

and relative azimuth angles 

encountered by PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Land, various 

reflectances

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

Range of solar zenith angle 

and relative azimuth angles 

encountered by PACE

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Land, various 

reflectances

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

Range of solar zenith angle 

and relative azimuth angles 

encountered by PACE

Aerosol spectral optical 

depth

Ground based sun 

photometer
Direct Fixed platform

Land, various 

reflectances
Variable 

properties None present 

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Land, various 

reflectances

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Range of solar zenith angle 

and relative azimuth angles 

encountered by PACE

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Land, various 

reflectances

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Range of solar zenith angle 

and relative azimuth angles 

encountered by PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Land, various 

reflectances

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Range of solar zenith angle 

and relative azimuth angles 

encountered by PACE

Aerosol optical properties 

(complex refractive index, 

size distribution, shape)

Multi-angle sky 

radiometer
Remote Fixed platform

Land, various 

reflectances

Variable 

properties
None present

Retrievals possible 

only for large AOD

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Land, various 

reflectances

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Range of solar zenith angle 

and relative azimuth angles 

encountered by PACE

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Land, various 

reflectances

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Range of solar zenith angle 

and relative azimuth angles 

encountered by PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Land, various 

reflectances

Variable 

properties

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Range of solar zenith angle 

and relative azimuth angles 

encountered by PACE

U. Cloud property retrieval 

geometry dependence 1 Cloud phase PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
None present 

above cloud

Full cover, variable properties, 

minimal 3D structure

Range of scattering angles 

encountered by PACE

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
None present 

above cloud

Full cover, variable properties, 

minimal 3D structure

Range of scattering angles 

encountered by PACE

Liquid cloud optical depth PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
None present 

above cloud

Full cover, variable properties, 

minimal 3D structure

Range of scattering angles 

encountered by PACE

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
None present 

above cloud

Full cover, variable properties, 

minimal 3D structure

Range of scattering angles 

encountered by PACE

Liquid droplet size 

distribution
Cloud probe Direct Aircraft: B or C … Full cover, variable properties

Range of scattering angles 

encountered by PACE

Aerosol optical properties 

(complex refractive index, 

size distribution, shape)

BRDF/albedo parameters

Ice particle shape and 

asymmetry

Ocean optical properties

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
None present 

above cloud

Full cover, variable properties, 

minimal 3D structure

Range of scattering angles 

encountered by PACE

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
None present 

above cloud

Full cover, variable properties, 

minimal 3D structure

Range of scattering angles 

encountered by PACE

Liquid water path PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
None present 

above cloud

Full cover, variable properties, 

minimal 3D structure

Range of scattering angles 

encountered by PACE

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
None present 

above cloud

Full cover, variable properties, 

minimal 3D structure

Range of scattering angles 

encountered by PACE

Ice cloud optical depth PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
None present 

above cloud

Full cover, variable properties, 

minimal 3D structure

Range of scattering angles 

encountered by PACE

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
None present 

above cloud

Full cover, variable properties, 

minimal 3D structure

Range of scattering angles 

encountered by PACE

Cloud probe Direct Aircraft: B or C … Full cover, variable properties
Range of scattering angles 

encountered by PACE

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
None present 

above cloud

Full cover, variable properties, 

minimal 3D structure

Range of scattering angles 

encountered by PACE

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
None present 

above cloud

Full cover, variable properties, 

minimal 3D structure

Range of scattering angles 

encountered by PACE

8. Focus on specific processes or 

phenomena

V. High aerosol loads over 

land
1

Aerosol spectral optical 

depth

Ground based sun 

photometer
Direct Fixed platform High aerosol load

None present PACE underflight

High spectral resolution 

lidar
Remote Aircraft: A or B High aerosol load None present. PACE underflight

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B

Land, various 

reflectances
High aerosol load

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight
heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Land, various 

reflectances
High aerosol load

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Land, various 

reflectances
High aerosol load

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Land, various 

reflectances
High aerosol load

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

Aircraft in-situ sampling Direct Aircraft: B or C High aerosol load PACE underflight
At various altitudes, possibly 

in coordination with lidar

Multi-angle sky 

radiometer
Remote Fixed platform High aerosol load None present

Retrievals possible 

only for large AOD

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B

Land, various 

reflectances
High aerosol load

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight
heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Land, various 

reflectances
High aerosol load

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Land, various 

reflectances
High aerosol load

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Land, various 

reflectances
High aerosol load

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

W. High aerosol loads over 

ocean
1

Aerosol spectral optical 

depth

Ground based sun 

photometer
Direct Ocean platform High aerosol load

None present PACE underflight

High spectral resolution 

lidar
Remote Aircraft: A or B High aerosol load None present. PACE underflight

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B

Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
High aerosol load

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight
heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
High aerosol load

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
High aerosol load

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
High aerosol load

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

Aircraft in-situ sampling Direct Aircraft: B or C High aerosol load PACE underflight
At various altitudes, possibly 

in coordination with lidar

Multi-angle sky 

radiometer
Remote Fixed platform High aerosol load None present

Retrievals possible 

only for large AOD

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B

Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
High aerosol load

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight
heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
High aerosol load

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
High aerosol load

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Ocean, both coastal 

and deep
High aerosol load

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

X. Multiple aerosol layers 1
Aerosol spectral optical 

depth

Ground based sun 

photometer
Direct

Fixed/ocean 

platform

Multiple aerosol 

layers None present PACE underflight

High spectral resolution 

lidar
Remote Aircraft: A or B

Multiple aerosol 

layers
None present. PACE underflight

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B

Multiple aerosol 

layers

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight
heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Multiple aerosol 

layers

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Multiple aerosol 

layers

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Multiple aerosol 

layers

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

Aircraft in-situ sampling Direct Aircraft: B or C
Multiple aerosol 

layers
PACE underflight

At various altitudes, possibly 

in coordination with lidar

Multi-angle sky 

radiometer
Remote Fixed platform

Multiple aerosol 

layers
None present

Retrievals possible 

only for large AOD

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A or B

Multiple aerosol 

layers

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight
heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Multiple aerosol 

layers

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Multiple aerosol 

layers

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A or B
Multiple aerosol 

layers

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

Y. Aerosol under thin cirrus 1
Aerosol spectral optical 

depth

High spectral resolution 

lidar
Remote Aircraft: A

Variable 

properties
Thin cirrus under aircraft PACE underflight

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A

Variable 

properties
Thin cirrus under aircraft PACE underflight

heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A
Variable 

properties
Thin cirrus under aircraft

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A
Variable 

properties
Thin cirrus under aircraft

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A
Variable 

properties
Thin cirrus under aircraft

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

Aerosol optical properties 

complex refractive index, 

size distribution, shape)
Aircraft in-situ sampling Direct Aircraft: A

Variable 

properties
PACE underflight

At various altitudes, possibly 

in coordination with lidar

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A

Variable 

properties
Thin cirrus under aircraft PACE underflight

heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A
Variable 

properties
Thin cirrus under aircraft

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A
Variable 

properties
Thin cirrus under aircraft

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A
Variable 

properties
Thin cirrus under aircraft

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

Z. Aerosol above liquid 

phase cloud
1

Aerosol spectral optical 

depth

High spectral resolution 

lidar
Remote Aircraft: A

Variable 

properties, above 

cloud

Liquid phase cloud under aerosols PACE underflight

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A

Variable 

properties, above 

cloud

Liquid phase cloud under aerosols PACE underflight
heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A

Variable 

properties, above 

cloud

Liquid phase cloud under aerosols
Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A

Variable 

properties, above 

cloud

Liquid phase cloud under aerosols
Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A

Variable 

properties, above 

cloud

Liquid phase cloud under aerosols
Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

Aerosol optical properties 

complex refractive index, 

size distribution, shape)
Aircraft in-situ sampling Direct Aircraft: B or C

Variable 

properties, above 

cloud

PACE underflight
At various altitudes, possibly 

in coordination with lidar

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A

Variable 

properties, above 

cloud

Liquid phase cloud under aerosols PACE underflight
heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A

Variable 

properties, above 

cloud

Liquid phase cloud under aerosols

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A

Variable 

properties, above 

cloud

Liquid phase cloud under aerosols
Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A

Variable 

properties, above 

cloud

Liquid phase cloud under aerosols
Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

Liquid cloud optical depth
Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A …

None present 

above cloud

Full cover, variable properties, 

minimal 3D structure
… PACE underflight

heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A

Variable 

properties, above 

cloud

Liquid phase cloud under aerosols

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A …
None present 

above cloud

Full cover, variable properties, 

minimal 3D structure

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A

Variable 

properties, above 

cloud

Liquid phase cloud under aerosols
Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

Cloud probe Direct Aircraft: B or C … … Variable properties … PACE underflight

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A …

None present 

above cloud

Full cover, variable properties, 

minimal 3D structure
… PACE underflight

heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A

Variable 

properties, above 

cloud

Liquid phase cloud under aerosols
Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A …
None present 

above cloud
Full cover, variable properties

Coordinated with 

cloud probes

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A

Variable 

properties, above 

cloud

Liquid phase cloud under aerosols
Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

AA. Broken clouds with 

complex structure 1
Liquid cloud optical depth

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A …

None present 

above cloud

Variable properties, complex 3D 

structure
… PACE underflight

heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A

Variable 

properties, above 

cloud

Variable properties, complex 3D 

structure

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A …
None present 

above cloud

Variable properties, complex 3D 

structure

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A

Variable 

properties, above 

cloud

Variable properties, complex 3D 

structure

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

Cloud probe Direct Aircraft: B or C … … Variable properties … PACE underflight

Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A …

None present 

above cloud

Variable properties, complex 3D 

structure
… PACE underflight

heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A

Variable 

properties, above 

cloud

Variable properties, complex 3D 

structure

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A …
None present 

above cloud

Variable properties, complex 3D 

structure

Coordinated with 

cloud probes

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A

Variable 

properties, above 

cloud

Variable properties, complex 3D 

structure

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

Liquid droplet size 

distribution

Aerosol optical properties 

complex refractive index, 

size distribution, shape)

Aerosol optical properties 

complex refractive index, 

size distribution, shape)

Aerosol optical properties 

complex refractive index, 

size distribution, shape)

Liquid droplet size 

distribution

Ice particle shape and 

asymmetry

Draft as of October 2021

These documents are available now:
https://pacesat.marinesciences.uconn.edu/october-2021-team-meeting/



PACE-PAX planning

How do we design a campaign 
from just a list of goals?

What is the mission scope and 
relationship to PACE Validation Plan?

How do we manage conflicting 
needs & mission creep?

How do we perform 
trade studies?



Our main tool – similar to a Science Traceability Matrix 
(STM), but based on validation objectives

Validation Traceability Matrix (VTM)

Validation 
objectives

Measurement 
objectives

Measurements

Instruments

Importance

Requirements:
- Aircraft/platform
- Surface
- Conditions
- PACE overflight
- Etc.

Probability of success

Selected 
instrument 
suitability

Parameters used in 
assessment tools



PACE-PAX VTM

Importance, w Type Surface Aerosol Cloud Other inst. Satellite Platform Observation time, h other

1. Validate new retrieval parameters A. Land surface properties 2
Surface reflectance, UV-

SWIR
Ground truth Direct

Ground team, 

handheld 

spectrometer, sun 

photometers

Uniform dry lakebed Low optical depth None present … PACE underflight …

Airborne UV-SWIR 

radiometer
Remote Aircraft: A, B, or C Uniform dry lakebed Low optical depth

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight …

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A, B, or C Uniform dry lakebed Low optical depth

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

BRDF/albedo parameters
Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A, B, or C Uniform dry lakebed Low optical depth

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight
heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A, B, or C Uniform dry lakebed Low optical depth

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A, B, or C Uniform dry lakebed Low optical depth

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

Mission requirementsInstruments
Validation objectives

Measurement 

requirements

Instrument 

requirements

Measurement objectives

Importance, w Type Surface Aerosol Cloud Other inst. Satellite Platform Observation time, h other

1. Validate new retrieval parameters A. Land surface properties 2
Surface reflectance, UV-

SWIR
Ground truth Direct

Ground team, 

handheld 

spectrometer, sun 

photometers

Uniform dry lakebed Low optical depth None present … PACE underflight …

Airborne UV-SWIR 

radiometer
Remote Aircraft: A, B, or C Uniform dry lakebed Low optical depth

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight …

PACE OCI proxy Proxy Aircraft: A, B, or C Uniform dry lakebed Low optical depth

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

BRDF/albedo parameters
Airborne multi angle 

polarimeter
Remote Aircraft: A, B, or C Uniform dry lakebed Low optical depth

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

PACE underflight
heading close to solar 

principal plane

PACE HARP2 proxy Proxy Aircraft: A, B, or C Uniform dry lakebed Low optical depth

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

PACE SPEXone proxy Proxy Aircraft: A, B, or C Uniform dry lakebed Low optical depth

None present. If Aircraft B or C, 

needs ability to determine above 

aircraft clouds

coordinated with 

ground truth

Similar observation geometry 

as PACE

Mission requirementsInstruments
Validation objectives

Measurement 

requirements

Instrument 

requirements

Measurement objectives

Subjective 
assessment, 

higher is 
better but 
no specific 
meaning 
besides 

that.



Importance, w Type Surface Aerosol Cloud Other inst. Satellite Platform Observation time, h other
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Mission requirementsInstruments
Validation objectives

Measurement 

requirements

Instrument 

requirements

Measurement objectives

Type A High altitude, sufficient to overfly aerosols and clouds, e.g. ER-2, WB-57

Type B
Large payload mid-altitude aircraft, e.g. P-3, DC-8. Includes ability to 

determine if aerosols or clouds are above current flight path, an 

capability to fly above if needed.

Type C Small payload low to mid-altitude aircraft, e.g. B-200, Twin Otter

Proxy

Proxy validation is the use of airborne remote sensing instruments 

similar to those on PACE, and possibly utilizing the same retrieval 

algorithms. 

Remote
Remotely sensed validation uses retrievals of validation parameters 

from instruments dissimilar to those on PACE. 

Direct
Direct validation is the use of In situ  sampling of atmospheric,  ground 

or ocean properties.

Instrument type definition

Aircraft category definitionPACE-PAX VTM

Type A High altitude, sufficient to overfly aerosols and clouds, e.g. ER-2, WB-57

Type B
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Proxy
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similar to those on PACE, and possibly utilizing the same retrieval 

algorithms. 

Remote
Remotely sensed validation uses retrievals of validation parameters 

from instruments dissimilar to those on PACE. 

Direct
Direct validation is the use of In situ  sampling of atmospheric,  ground 

or ocean properties.

Instrument type definition

Aircraft category definition
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Importance, w Type Surface Aerosol Cloud Other inst. Satellite Platform Observation time, h other
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Mission requirementsInstruments
Validation objectives

Measurement 

requirements

Instrument 

requirements

Measurement objectives

PACE-PAX VTM

Assessment of time 
required to satisfy 

objective

Importance, w Type Surface Aerosol Cloud Other inst. Satellite Platform Observation time, h other
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Objectives

These objectives are a draft and 
subject to further refinement, 
more so for objective weights. 
Larger weights denote higher importance, 
weighted by total.

Validation objectives ID Measurement objectives Importance, w Objective total

A Land surface parameters 2 34

B Ocean radiometric parameters 2

C Aerosol parameters over the ocean 10

D Aerosol parameters over land 10

E Cloud parameters 10

F Cloud parameters 4 6

G Aerosol parameters 2

H Aerosol parameters over the ocean 10 20

I Aerosol parameters over land 10

J Validate large reflectances 2 8

K Validate large reflectances with high polarization 2

L Validate large reflectances with low polarization 2

M Overfly vicarious calibration sites 2

N Aerosol over ocean retrieval geometry dependence 1 3

O Aerosol over land retrieval geometry dependence 1

P Cloud property retrieval geometry dependence 1

Q High aerosol loads over land 1 10

R High aerosol loads over ocean 1

S Multiple aerosol layers 1

T Aerosol under thin cirrus 1

U Aerosol above liquid phase cloud 1

V Broken clouds with complex structure 1

W Dust aerosols over ocean 1

X Aerosol and ocean parameters over turbid waters 1

Y
Aerosol and ocean parameters over biologically 

productive waters 1

Z
Aerosol and ocean parameters with and without 

reflected sunglint 1

5. Target specific geometries, 

season, and time of day

6. Focus on specific processes or 

phenomena

1. Validate new retrieval 

properties

2. Assess spatial and temporal 

scale impact on validation

3. Validate in a narrow swath

4. Validate radiometric and 

polarimetric properties

We want your input! 
Here’s some details on the two most 

important validation objectives



Objectives
Validation objectives ID Measurement objectives Importance, w Objective total

A Land surface parameters 2 34

B Ocean radiometric parameters 2

C Aerosol parameters over the ocean 10

D Aerosol parameters over land 10

E Cloud parameters 10

F Cloud parameters 4 6

G Aerosol parameters 2

H Aerosol parameters over the ocean 10 20

I Aerosol parameters over land 10

J Validate large reflectances 2 8

K Validate large reflectances with high polarization 2

L Validate large reflectances with low polarization 2

M Overfly vicarious calibration sites 2

N Aerosol over ocean retrieval geometry dependence 1 3

O Aerosol over land retrieval geometry dependence 1

P Cloud property retrieval geometry dependence 1

Q High aerosol loads over land 1 10

R High aerosol loads over ocean 1

S Multiple aerosol layers 1

T Aerosol under thin cirrus 1

U Aerosol above liquid phase cloud 1

V Broken clouds with complex structure 1

W Dust aerosols over ocean 1

X Aerosol and ocean parameters over turbid waters 1

Y
Aerosol and ocean parameters over biologically 

productive waters 1

Z
Aerosol and ocean parameters with and without 

reflected sunglint 1

5. Target specific geometries, 

season, and time of day

6. Focus on specific processes or 

phenomena

1. Validate new retrieval 

properties

2. Assess spatial and temporal 

scale impact on validation

3. Validate in a narrow swath

4. Validate radiometric and 

polarimetric properties

Objective 1: Validate new retrieval parameters. 
• Primary focus: moving new products from provisional to validated status 

• We limit our scope to radiometric and polarimetric products, with a focus on observations from aircraft

• Airborne proxies are important. With these proxies, algorithms can be tested in controlled (or at least known) 
environments, without the need for concurrent PACE measurements. 

• Validation requires simultaneous observation of multiple parameters in order to meet this objective. 

Example: Aerosol single scattering albedo (SSA) ratio of scattering to total extinction by aerosols. Not a required product for 
OCI but is a climatologically important parameter that could be produced from OCI or MAPs. Algorithms (in development) 
retrieve multiple parameters and cannot be fully validated as part of the PVP. A specific field effort must therefore be made
to validate SSA, and similar products, from PACE.  



Objectives
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I Aerosol parameters over land 10

J Validate large reflectances 2 8

K Validate large reflectances with high polarization 2

L Validate large reflectances with low polarization 2
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Z
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Validation objectives ID Measurement objectives Importance, w Objective total

A Land surface parameters 2 34

B Ocean radiometric parameters 2

C Aerosol parameters over the ocean 10

D Aerosol parameters over land 10

E Cloud parameters 10

F Cloud parameters 4 6

G Aerosol parameters 2

H Aerosol parameters over the ocean 10 20

I Aerosol parameters over land 10

J Validate large reflectances 2 8

K Validate large reflectances with high polarization 2

L Validate large reflectances with low polarization 2

M Overfly vicarious calibration sites 2

N Aerosol over ocean retrieval geometry dependence 1 3

O Aerosol over land retrieval geometry dependence 1

P Cloud property retrieval geometry dependence 1

Q High aerosol loads over land 1 10

R High aerosol loads over ocean 1

S Multiple aerosol layers 1

T Aerosol under thin cirrus 1

U Aerosol above liquid phase cloud 1

V Broken clouds with complex structure 1

W Dust aerosols over ocean 1

X Aerosol and ocean parameters over turbid waters 1

Y
Aerosol and ocean parameters over biologically 

productive waters 1

Z
Aerosol and ocean parameters with and without 

reflected sunglint 1

5. Target specific geometries, 

season, and time of day

6. Focus on specific processes or 
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1. Validate new retrieval 
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scale impact on validation
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4. Validate radiometric and 
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Objective 3: Validate in a narrow swath. While the OCI and HARP2 instruments have a wide swath with 1 to 2 day 
global coverage, SPEXone has a much narrower (~100km at nadir) swath, resulting in an approximately 30 day global 
coverage. This means that comparisons of SPEXone to fixed ground locations (such as AERONET) will be infrequent. 

As an example: # of AOD MODIS-Aqua to AERONET-OC validation matchups in SeaBASS (2012-2015):
• 1,164 matchups using OCI swath
• 916 matchups using HARP2 swath
• 80 matchups using SPEXone swath

This has been a successful approach for other narrow swath instrumentation, such as for CALIPSO.



Objectives
Validation objectives ID Measurement objectives Importance, w Objective total

A Land surface parameters 2 34

B Ocean radiometric parameters 2
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F Cloud parameters 4 6
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H Aerosol parameters over the ocean 10 20

I Aerosol parameters over land 10

J Validate large reflectances 2 8

K Validate large reflectances with high polarization 2

L Validate large reflectances with low polarization 2
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N Aerosol over ocean retrieval geometry dependence 1 3

O Aerosol over land retrieval geometry dependence 1
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V Broken clouds with complex structure 1

W Dust aerosols over ocean 1

X Aerosol and ocean parameters over turbid waters 1
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Aerosol and ocean parameters over biologically 

productive waters 1

Z
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To show how all this is used, we will 
assess the ACEPOL field campaign’s 
ability to meet PACE-PAX objectives

Using validation instrument potential, V:

𝑉 =
σ𝑖=1
𝑛 𝑤𝑖𝑐𝑖

σ𝑖=1
𝑛 𝑤𝑖

• w : weights assigned to each objective
• c: ‘completeness’ of measurements satisfying those 

objectives
• 0 < V < 1, higher is better



Target Description Achieved? Dates (2017) 
1a Calibration over ocean with no clouds or aerosols Yes 10/23, 10/25, 11/07 

1b Calibration over land with no clouds or aerosols Yes 10/25 

1c Calibration over spatially uniform cloud deck Partially 11/01 

1d Geolocation using coastlines with no clouds Yes 10/23, 10/25, 10/26, 11/07 

1e Coordinated CALIOP/CALIPSO or CATS underflight Yes 10/19, 10/26, 11/07, 11/09 

2a Validation with AERONET with medium to high 
aerosol loading 

Yes 10/23, 10/25, 10/26, 11/01, 11/07, 11/09 

2b Validation with AERONET with low aerosol loading Yes 10/23, 10/25, 10/26, 11/01, 11/07, 11/09 

2c Validation against CASPER field campaign No None, but one overlap with an AJAX flight 
on 11/09 

3a Satellite intercomparison for aerosol retrievals Yes 10/23, 10/27, 11/01 

3b Satellite intercomparison for cloud retrievals Partially 11/09 

4a Targets of opportunity: high aerosol loads over ocean No - 
4b Target of opportunity: high aerosol loads over land Yes 10/27, 11/01, 11/07 

4c Targets of opportunity: multiple aerosol layers No - 

5 Targets of opportunity: aerosol above cloud No - 

6 Targets of opportunity: high aerosol loads over urban 
surfaces 

No - 

7 Targets of opportunity: marine stratocumulus clouds 
far from land 

No - 

8 Targets of opportunity: broken clouds far from land No - 

9 Targets of opportunity: low clouds over land Yes 11/01, 11/03 

10 Targets of opportunity: Cirrus clouds Yes 10/19, 10/23, 11/03, 11/07, 11/09 

 

ACEPOL had a focused, prioritized list of target objectives

Example: ACEPOL VTM assessment

 Data description paper
DOI: 10.5194/essd-12-2183-2020
Data archive @ ASDC DAAC →

ACEPOL had 4 
multi-angle 
polarimeters & 2 
lidars, flew in a 
wide variety of 
conditions



ACEPOL validation instrument 
potential, based on our VTM, is 

V=0.667 out of 1.0

• Including a UV-SWIR OCI proxy: V + 0.019
• More complete Rrs data*: V + 0.056
• More heavy aerosol loads: V + 0.049
• More observations of liquid phase clouds: 

V + 0.117 
• Add Direct aerosol/cloud observations: V + 

0.157
• Add all of above: V + 0.299
• Descope to remove High Spectral 

Resolution Lidar: V – 0.085

*ocean surface remote sensing reflectance, 
more than existing AERONET-OC

ACEPOL VTM assessment

This is an overall metric unconnected to required 
# flight hours or probability of success. It is 
appropriate for post-campaign assessment, or 
pre-campaign trade studies when flight hours 
are unknown

Importance, w w x c
A Land surface parameters 2 0.75 1.500

B Ocean radiometric parameters 2 0.75 1.500

C Aerosol parameters over the ocean 10 0.75 7.500
D Aerosol parameters over land 10 0.75 7.500

E Cloud parameters 10 0.50 5.000

F Cloud parameters 4 0.50 2.000

G Aerosol parameters 2 0.50 1.000

H Aerosol parameters over the ocean 10 1.00 10.000

I Aerosol parameters over land 10 1.00 10.000

J Validate large reflectances 2 1.00 2.000

K Validate large reflectances with high polarization 2 0.75 1.500

L Validate large reflectances with low polarization 2 0.50 1.000

M Overfly vicarious calibration sites 2 0.00 0.000

N Aerosol over ocean retrieval geometry dependence 1 0.50 0.500

O Aerosol over land retrieval geometry dependence 1 0.50 0.500
P Cloud property retrieval geometry dependence 1 0.50 0.500

Q High aerosol loads over land 1 0.75 0.750

R High aerosol loads over ocean 1 0.00 0.000

S Multiple aerosol layers 1 0.00 0.000

T Aerosol under thin cirrus 1 0.50 0.500

U Aerosol above liquid phase cloud 1 0.00 0.000

V Broken clouds with complex structure 1 0.00 0.000

W Dust aerosols over ocean 1 0.00 0.000

X Aerosol and ocean parameters over turbid waters 1 0.00 0.000
Y Aerosol and ocean parameters over biologically productive waters 1 0.00 0.000

Z Aerosol and ocean parameters with and without reflected sunglint 1 0.75 0.750

total: 81 total: 54.000

V_I: 0.667

6. Focus on specific processes or 

phenomena

1. Validation of new retrieval 

properties

3. Validate in a swath 

2. Assessment spatial and 

temporal scale impact on 

4. Validate radiometric and 

polarimetric properties

5. Target specific geometries, 

season, time of day

Validation objectives ID Measurement objectives
Measurement 

completeness, c



Initial 
PACE-PAX 
plan



Initial PACE-PAX plan

Background image is 
MERRA-2 AOD 550nm 
monthly analysis for 
September, 2020

CIRPAS Twin Otter

NASA ER-2
California based field campaign, September 2024
Two aircraft flying out of their home base:
• CIRPAS Twin Otter – Direct measurements
• NASA ER-2 – Remote/Proxy measurements
Roughly 60 flight hours each, month of operations, 
coordinated flights and overflights of AERONET and 
other ground sites. V=0.926 out of 1.0



Initial PACE-PAX plan

Background image is 
MERRA-2 AOD 550nm 
monthly analysis for 
September, 2020

CIRPAS Twin Otter

NASA ER-2

Coordinate flights with:
- Ground assets (AERONET, dry lakebed measurement)
- Shipborne observations
- Other airborne campaign schedules



Team and management structure

PACE-PAX mission scientist (MS): will have an overall responsibility for the field campaign, will lead the PACE-PAX team, and will be the interface 
between the team and PACE Project Science, NASA HQ, the PACE Validation Science Team (to be competed at a later date), and others. She/he is 
responsible for defining and meeting the validation objectives, their scope, and implementation. Kirk Knobelspiesse

PACE-PAX deputy mission scientists (DMS): will assist the PACE-PAX mission scientist and serve in her/his place should when the MS is unavailable for 
meetings or other activities. Ensures timely communication between multiple locations and aircraft / ship. Brian Cairns and Ivona Cetinić

PACE-PAX project manager (PM): will provide guidance on management aspects to the MS. She/he will work with the aircraft managers, instrument 
scientists and other members of the team regarding  shipping, deployment of personnel, and other matters pertaining to logistics. She/he will maintain 
the budget and schedule, and works with the Aircraft Manager(s) to ensure risk management and safety. TBD

PACE-PAX instrument scientists (IS): are responsible for integration, deployment and operations for individual scientific instruments (not competed).

PACE-PAX Aircraft Manager(s) (AM): Will serve as the point of contact between the PACE-PAX team and the aircraft personnel, including responsibility 
for instrument integration, planning and operations. TBD

PACE-PAX weather forecasting (WF): will provide forecasts or climatologies of weather and geophysical parameters during planning and operations of 
PACE-PAX. Both will be connected to the previously described decision algorithm and BST. TBD

PACE-PAX data manager (DM): will ensure that data collected during the campaign will be archived in accordance with NASA policies in the identified 
repository. TBD

+ overall guidance from HQ



Schedule

Now: Prepare PACE-PAX white paper, VTM, notational plan
October, 2021: Present white paper and VTM at PACE SAT 
meeting. Acceptable feedback:
1. input on structure of VTM and plan, ie should we include other 

things or weight differently? 
2. Requests for specific instruments, etc., must come with traceability 

to the VTM and justification in that context.

Dec 10, 2021: Close feedback period

Fall, 2024: PACE-PAX field campaign

PACE-PAX feedback form

o I would like to suggest changes to the VTM
Validation/Measurement objective to change/add ______
Importance/weighting change ______________________
Justification _____________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

o I have other suggestions
Validation/Measurement objective affected ___________
Suggestions _____________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

Thank you!

We need your feedback!
Please take our survey
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/5ZWT5N6



What are your questions?

https://pacesat.marinesciences.uconn.edu/october-2021-team-meeting/

PACE-PAX 
documents 

Please take our survey
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/5ZWT5N6



Backup material…



PACE-PAX risks
# Risk Background Response / 

Mitigation
Like-
lihood

Consequence

A PACE launch 
delay

PACE may launch later than expected. Delay 2 3 Aircraft or instruments may not be 
available with delayed schedule. Optimal 
observation conditions may be missed.

B PACE spacecraft 
failure

Full launch or spacecraft failure of the 
PACE mission.

Cancellation 1 5 

C Individual PACE 
instrument 
failure 

Full individual instrument failure upon 
successful launch. 

Descope of PACE-PAX 1 2 Fully planned validation mission would 
be descoped as described in previous 
sections, keeping the timeline so the 
optimal observation condition are 
captured.  

D PACE instrument 
data delivery 
delay

Fully calibrated data not available at the 
planned time point

Delay 2 3 Aircraft or instruments may not be 
available with delayed schedule. Optimal 
observation conditions may be missed.

E Aircraft failure Aircraft failure close to beginning or 
during PACE-PAX

Delay 2 4 (New) aircraft or instruments may not be 
available with delayed schedule. Optimal 
observation conditions may be missed.

F Individual PACE-
PAX instrument 
failure

An aircraft instrument in PACE-PAX fails 
to operate prior to or during the mission

Select instruments that 
have established 
successful heritage. 
Redundant observations. 

2 2

G Optimal 
observation 
conditions are 
not encountered

Measurement conditions required in the 
VTM are not encountered (for example, 
insufficient aerosol loads)

Based on climatological 
assessments, estimate 
and provide sufficient 
margin on schedule and 
flight hours

3 1 VTM is organized for multiple objectives 
that rely on measurement conditions 

H Unexpected 
extreme weather 
event(s) 

Extreme environmental conditions along 
planned flight path or at BOP (e.g, 
hurricane, earthquake) result in extended 
suspension of flight operations

Modify/delay PACE-PAX 
plan
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Objectives

Validation objectives ID Measurement objectives Importance, w Objective total

A Land surface parameters 2 34

B Ocean radiometric parameters 2

C Aerosol parameters over the ocean 10

D Aerosol parameters over land 10

E Cloud parameters 10

F Cloud parameters 4 6

G Aerosol parameters 2

H Aerosol parameters over the ocean 10 20

I Aerosol parameters over land 10

J Validate large reflectances 2 8

K Validate large reflectances with high polarization 2

L Validate large reflectances with low polarization 2

M Overfly vicarious calibration sites 2

N Aerosol over ocean retrieval geometry dependence 1 3

O Aerosol over land retrieval geometry dependence 1

P Cloud property retrieval geometry dependence 1

Q High aerosol loads over land 1 10

R High aerosol loads over ocean 1

S Multiple aerosol layers 1

T Aerosol under thin cirrus 1

U Aerosol above liquid phase cloud 1

V Broken clouds with complex structure 1

W Dust aerosols over ocean 1

X Aerosol and ocean parameters over turbid waters 1

Y
Aerosol and ocean parameters over biologically 

productive waters 1

Z
Aerosol and ocean parameters with and without 

reflected sunglint 1

5. Target specific geometries, 

season, and time of day

6. Focus on specific processes or 

phenomena

1. Validate new retrieval 

properties

2. Assess spatial and temporal 

scale impact on validation

3. Validate in a narrow swath

4. Validate radiometric and 

polarimetric properties

Validation objectives ID Measurement objectives Importance, w Objective total

A Land surface parameters 2 34

B Ocean radiometric parameters 2

C Aerosol parameters over the ocean 10

D Aerosol parameters over land 10

E Cloud parameters 10

F Cloud parameters 4 6

G Aerosol parameters 2

H Aerosol parameters over the ocean 10 20

I Aerosol parameters over land 10

J Validate large reflectances 2 8

K Validate large reflectances with high polarization 2

L Validate large reflectances with low polarization 2

M Overfly vicarious calibration sites 2

N Aerosol over ocean retrieval geometry dependence 1 3
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R High aerosol loads over ocean 1
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U Aerosol above liquid phase cloud 1

V Broken clouds with complex structure 1

W Dust aerosols over ocean 1

X Aerosol and ocean parameters over turbid waters 1

Y
Aerosol and ocean parameters over biologically 

productive waters 1

Z
Aerosol and ocean parameters with and without 

reflected sunglint 1

5. Target specific geometries, 

season, and time of day

6. Focus on specific processes or 

phenomena

1. Validate new retrieval 

properties

2. Assess spatial and temporal 

scale impact on validation

3. Validate in a narrow swath

4. Validate radiometric and 

polarimetric properties

Objective 2: Assess spatial and temporal scale impact on validation. 
• This is important to link ground, aircraft and satellite observations. 
• To complicate matters, this spatial and temporal variability differs among geophysical parameters and 

conditions (Sayer, 2020). 
• We must determine appropriate validation scales, by the use of spatial or temporal surveys. Remote sensing 

measurements, at a higher spatial (or temporal) resolution than PACE, are best suited for this purpose, as are 
extended measurements under conditions of known variability.
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Validation objectives ID Measurement objectives Importance, w Objective total
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V Broken clouds with complex structure 1

W Dust aerosols over ocean 1

X Aerosol and ocean parameters over turbid waters 1
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Aerosol and ocean parameters over biologically 

productive waters 1
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Objective 4: Validate radiometric and polarimetric 
parameters prior to their use for retrieval of geophysical 
parameters with instrument proxies

This activity supports PACE in-flight calibration activities. For 
example, during the ACEPOL field campaign, a team 
characterized the reflectance of Rosamond Dry Lake in 
California, providing a bright surface calibration reference.  
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Objective 5: Target specific geometries, season, and time of day. Retrieval capability depends on observation 
geometry (the solar and sensor zenith and azimuth angles). This is especially the case for the MAP instruments.

Furthermore, a field campaign can be used to investigate the influence that geometry has on retrieval success.
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Objective 6: Focus on specific processes or phenomena to verify they are properly accounted for in the satellite 
retrieval scheme. A variety of atmospheric, ocean, and land surface parameters will be retrieved from PACE 
observations, and data processing must have the capability to identify when the appropriate algorithms are to be 
used. Furthermore, those algorithms must be robust for the range of possible conditions that are to be observed. 
Dedicated field campaigns can seek to observe specific geophysical conditions and ensure retrieval success.  



Measurement 
objective 

Measurement 
objective weight, w 

Observation time 
required, h 

Measurement 
completeness, c 

Probability of 
success, p 

A 4 20 1.0 0.5 

B 2 10 1.0 0.5 

C 2 15 0.0 0.1 

D 1 5 1.0 0.1 

 

Measurement 
objective 

Measurement 
objective weight, w 

Observation time 
required, h 

Measurement 
completeness, c 

Probability of 
success, p 

A 4 20 0.75 0.75 

B 2 10 0.75 0.75 

C 2 15 0.75 0.2 

D 1 5 0.75 0.2 

 

Measurement 
objective 

Measurement 
objective weight, w 

Observation time 
required, h 

Measurement 
completeness, c 

Probability of 
success, p 

A 4 20 0.25 0.9 

B 2 10 0.25 0.9 

C 2 15 1.0 0.95 

D 1 5 1.0 0.75 

 

Figure 2 Success functions (equation 5) for field campaign

Alpha (red), Beta (green), and Gamma (purple).

Validation assessment metrics for theoretical field campaign Alpha. V=0.78.

Validation assessment metrics for theoretical field campaign Beta. V=0.75

Validation assessment metrics for theoretical field campaign Gamma. V=0.5

ACEPOL VTM assessment: success function

Success function incorporates needed 
measurement time, probability of success

Depending on time available, 
probability of success, 

different designs are best

This metric asymptotes to validation instrument potential, 
but incorporates flight hours and success probability



How to use the VTM

This can also be used to help decision making 
while the field campaign is underway

This isn’t something we’re going to work through completely 
at this point, but having a VTM enables this approach
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